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The fall and second issue of Quelle
Femme, an initiative in collaboration
with Sciences Po LH Feminister is
back, yet this time with a more
intersectional and diverse angle. We
give to you articles, personal stories
and feature pieces on a variety of
topics. Once again, it is incredible how
dialogue and discussion can make us
de-stigmatise so many issues and unite
us to achieve one important and
uncomplicated purpose- equality.
To all the writers who have worked on
this
publication,
your
opinions,
perspectives, and even struggles and
stories have been a pleasure to read
and I hope that in whatever capacity, it
has helped you find your voice in this
complex world we live in. It is because
of such words and voices, that we have
a world with less apathy and more
hope.
All the power to us!
-- Shivani
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a list of things men
have said to me
(crowd sourced)
Angel Gu
Everyday misogyny and microaggressions. Sticks and stones may break my
bones, but the scars of words cannot be seen. Thank you to every mushu
that’s participated.
You’re on your period?
Whore.
Bitch
But in your case it’s not the same.
You’re not a real woman.
I just think you’re lying about your reasons. I mean, imagine the position
you’re putting me in right now
- when he got mad after he tried to make a move and I turned him down
I hope you get raped
Sale
pute
This skirt looks so good on you. Why don’t you wear skirts more often?
You’d look more lady like.
Me: hmm, why are you commenting on my clothes?
Him: Oh, it’s just for you. I’m just saying I like the way it fits you.
- My high school teacher
Do you want me to print the poster for you? Oh sorry are Indian man not
your type?
- I was 14 and my geography teacher had just found out through the boys
of my class that I was dating someone. We were studying a magazine cover
of the Times with an Indian half naked men on it.
Woman

You can't shake your cousin's hand because you can marry him
under Islamic law - What makes you think I would ever be
interested in deformed babies?
Some people experience things so much worse than rape and they
still live normal lives so you can too
you could be so pretty if you lost some weight
You know, you’re pretty for an Asian.
Hey, can you take notes for that meeting? Thanks! You’ll be like
my personal secretary
That chair looks uncomfortable — why don’t you sit on my face?
Objectively, you’re just hotter now. Anorexia was the best thing to
happen to you. You know, fat chicks just aren’t hot.
Why are you trying to gain weight?
Let me show you how that machine works.
Wanna fuck?
Don’t get all emotional and crazy bitch on me.
It’s interesting that you are beautiful AND smart. Those usually
don’t line up
You should really get rid of that moustache. -- advice from my
grandfather
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If only I was ten years younger -- 8pm in Le Havre, half
shouted by a 40 years old man surrounded by his friends
whistling at me ands laughing. Surely because I was wearing
heels. Not the worse but enough to make you feel really
uncomfortable.
It's just your period. Stop being over dramatic.
- Me: unable to move from my bed, throwing up from the pain
and migraines, blacking out from blood loss
Good thing you’re pretty.
Why don’t you make yourself useful and suck my dick?
Why do you have guys in your contacts?
Slut.
Feminazi.
Just go on birth control. -- because it doesn’t feel as good
with a condom on
Periods can’t be that bad.
I like girls who look like girls. Not some tr*nny.
Yo chill, I’m just joshing around.
My ex was crazy — like actually psycho. -- after he cheated
on her with 4 different people
She was such a bitch.
Bossy.
Why are you so needy? Just let it go.
It’s not my fault, you didn’t make me feel wanted. You didn’t
make me trust you. She was just there.
u up?
We’re just casual sweetheart, don’t worry,
you’re the only one I’m seeing.
Lighten up! I’m just joking! Jeez....

she is (not) like us
On

Isolation,

Unacknowledged

Feminism

Beyond

Privilege,

and

Gender

by Alaya Purewal
Don’t get me wrong, I think its necessary for
“I

couldn’t

believe

it

that

this

was

everyone

to

a

feminist

to

opressive

be

systems,

but

aim

to

happening to her, someone like us, she

dismantle

is exactly like us. She isn’t poor or an

feminism are we exactly aiming for? Are we

immigrant.”

whose

These were words echoed

talking about 76 cents to a dollar feminism

at a feminist chapter gathering and it

that fails to acknowledge that in their very

made me wonder: are we all fighting

own

for the same cause? How can we all

differently-abled

be part of the same movement if so

cents to a dollar? Or are we talking about

many

of

victims

us

of

don’t

the

see

same

all

of

country,

Latinas,

black

women

women,

that

make

us

as

truly

mechanisms

of

acknowledging our own privilege.

understanding

and

intersectionality

54
and

oppression? If we are seen as ‘others’,
how

is

one

movement?
feminism

part

Does

that

is

of

the

this

same

overarching

indifferent

towards

people of colour, the poor, differently
abled people become the voice of us
all? When white women debate about
women

wearing

the

hijab,

they

take

away that agency from Muslim women.
When

they

talk

about

the

‘submissiveness’ of Japanese women in
their

society

agency

from

they

take

away

Japanese

that

women,

too.

Why do we continue to be so transexclusionary? When women wear pink
hats to the Women’s March, isn’t that a
gesture of telling trans women that you
are beyond us, you are not one of us?

When you start asserting a narrow
perspective
for

you

of

and

what

assert

feminism
it

on

is

other

people who don’t have a similar
context

to

mean?

you,

I’ve

conservations

what
had

with

does

that

countless

white

women

who only assert the role of gender
as

the

plight

completely

of

feminism

neglect

the

and

role

of

race, class, religion, ability, sexual
orientation,

cultural

context,

so

Intersectional

feminism

is

not

just

for

a

‘woke’ label, but a true acknowledgement
of the privilege that one has. This isn’t only
directed towards white men and women or
men of colour for that matter– there are
hierarchies and separation amongst women
of colour as well. Women of colour don’t
have to have the same story. If I were to
look

at

my

enormous

own

life

privilege

understood.

I

in

that

India,

I

needs

have

have

to

never

be

been

discriminated against or denied access to
resources

because

of

my

caste,

I

have

never worried about the possibility of not
continuing my education, and I have never
been told by my parents that I could not
achieve as much as my brothers.

So, why is this important? Can’t we just
move

beyond

our

differences

and

focus on dismantling the patriarchy?
How do we achieve that if the way we
construe
linked

our

with

oppression
the

is

others.

so

firmly

Oppression

unlike many of us, doesn’t segregate
struggle categorically. Intersectionality
is very real and the way it affects us is
a

manifestation

making

it

inherently

solely
avoids

of

all

factors.

about
talking

gender,
about

By
it

other

what does that say about the rest

factors that affect people and makes it

of

solely

us?

gender?

Is

feminism

only

about

about

the

struggle

of

people

who are mostly affected by the gender
they identify with.

So many times, I find myself isolated in the feminist
discussion, like my voice has no meaning and I feel
failed

by

the

feminist

movement.

Feminism

is

enshrined within me; it, for me, is the only way to
dismantle what it is so crippling to my success and
the

people

around

me.

Yet,

why

does

it

isolate

people like me? If the feminist narrative is only about
gender, are we not ignoring the fight of others? There
have

been

feeling

innumerous

completely

times

hopeless,

of

frustration

maybe

this

is

and

not

my

fight if it does not even address my problems, and
even if it addresses my problems, it does not address
problems with people less privileged than I, but that
has never been an option. To give up means for them
to win, to give up means that none of this will actually
change, and to give up means that there is one less
voice that wants to change the demographics.
can’t

have

an

eye-on-the-prize

We

approach

to

feminism.
So yes, I am done being accommodating and silent
when someone fails to acknowledge the scope of this
movement beyond their movement, when they don’t
recognise their privilege and intrinsically make the
movement
anyone

exclusive

who

does

and

atmosphere

not

identify

isolating

with

only

for

their

struggle.So what I ask from all of us including myself
is to think about each issue from different lenseshow does this affect other people because making
the problem solely about you, or people like you, does
not achieve substantive gain other than for you.

Talking to My Conservative Russian Father
About Feminism
- Eleonora Guseletova
In September, I decided to go back to my home
town in Germany for a weekend. My whole
family came to pick me up, and so I sat in the
back of our car, as we drove through the dimly
lit empty streets of Dresden late at night. I was
happy to see my parents. It seemed that finally,
my years of resenting them and wanting to get
as far away from them as possible had been
over. Maybe they felt the same way too, maybe
they finally saw me as an adult with valid
opinions.My parents both grew up in the Soviet
Union during the Brezhnev era. Their core
values reflected this upbringing: hard work,
assigned roles. Adhering to the system. A
pragmatic approach to life, instead of
“philosophizing”, as they called my life, they
had to work from a young age. Add strict
Russian Orthodoxism to the Soviet mentality,
and you get my parents. Yours truly - a liberal,
educated, existentialist, LGBT woman - was
out of their sphere of comprehension.

“I believe in the equal perception of woman
and man, I want women to be able to do all
the things men can do. What’s so wrong
about that?”“I don’t agree. There are
biological aspects to this as well, you know.
If we lived in a feminist society, everyone
would be hitting and fighting women like
they do men. Is that what you want?”I

It made me sad. It made me so sad that my
father couldn’t support what is so important
to me.
“You don’t have to agree. But this is about
all women in the world, which includes me,
being able to make decisions that won’t be
questioned.”
“Decisions like what? What’s a decision
you can’t make?”
“I don’t want children, for example. In fact, I
doubt I’ll ever get married.”
“You say that now, you’re so young. But it’s
sort of your duty, you know? To give birth.
As we drove past my old high school, my dad That’s why you’re here.”
looked back at me in the rear mirror and asked
me a question.“So, are you in any clubs at I wonder why my mother was silent
university?” I sat back for a minute and thought throughout this entire conversation. Why
about my answer. I guess now was the time to wasn’t she saying anything? Did she agree
test whether or not they had come to terms with with everything my father said? Was getting
my interests, whether they had accepted who I married at 21 and having a child a year later
am, whether they accepted that my perceptions truly her decision, rather than an
expectation, forced upon her by post-Soviet
are so much different from theirs.
society?
“Well, I do theater.”
“Fun! Anything else?”
“I joined the feminist chapter.” Dead silence in
the car. Imagine their reaction if they knew I was
part of the LGBT chapter.
“Feminist chapter. Why?”“What do you mean
why? I’m a feminist.”“Don’t be ridiculous. What,
you’re a lesbian and hate men now?”I had to
think about my answer carefully now. It was
either openly disagreeing with him and causing
a fight on my first day back, or just sucking it up
like I have for years, and compromising what I
stand for.

I suppose growing up means questioning your
parents. You never think of your parents as
unhappy, until you look behind the curtain. But I
could never dare and ask my mother these
questions. Partially, because I know the answer.
But hearing it from her would break me.I don’t
want to be like that. It tears me apart, but deep
inside I know that I don’t want to end up like my
mother. And deep inside I know that she, too,
doesn’t want me to end up like her.
“It’s not my duty. You can’t force me.”“Listen.
We’ll have this talk again in five years, and then
we’ll see. You can make your own decisions, even
if I don’t fully agree. You know, I don’t think
women should be in politics. But you, Ellie, you
think like a man. I think you could do it.”
I stayed silent. We pulled into the driveway of my
old home, the home in which I spent hours crying,
wishing I was in a different place. I guess things
hadn’t changed, after all. Even if I see myself as a
grown woman with strong opinions and ambitions
now, my father still sees me as a small child, as
someone who has no idea what they’re talking
about.
I entered my old bedroom, the smell of vanilla
candles that I burned there a year ago still
lingering in the air. Everything came back now.
Everything was still the same. My room was the
same. The room in which I sat on my laptop for
hours, writing feminist ideas on my tumblr blog
that nobody ever read. Putting my voice out in
hopes of being heard.
But if even my own father won’t listen to me, then
who will?

Back then, the way that they said it
made me think they saw me as a man

FEMINISM
IS NOT A
DIRTY
WORD
BY
PIA LEURS

hater,

as

someone

who

believes

women are better than men. And that
is

something

that

is

never

well

received, especially not by young
boys. Little me and other little girls
like me saw it as being singled out, as

The fact that 'feminism is not a 'dirty'
word' is something that took me a long
time to believe or understand. As a little
girl, the issues of gender inequality
seemed so far away and irrelevant.
Having grown up in a society where the
differences between men and women are
hidden to such a large extent that the
majority blindly believes that there is
full

equality,

feminism

was

barely

relevant to me as a little girl. Little girls
like me experienced no need to call
themselves feminists or even familiarize
themselves with the term
The notion that 'feminism is not a
'dirty' word' did not become relevant to
my life until it actually became a 'dirty'
word. My first experience with the word
occurred when I got to high school,
where I was called a feminist. However,
there was no pride in being called a
feminist for me back then. The way that
young boys used it meant something
completely different from what I believe
it to mean now.

being different. For a little girl, there
is nothing worse. My first attempt at
explaining

that

something,

some

inequality, was unfair was met with
nothing but contempt, by both boys
and girls. They would either laugh or
come with counter arguments, they
would even go as far as saying that
there

was

no

inequality,

what

I

noticed was just a 'coincidence'. I
don't even remember what it was, it
was probably something really silly
like why we girls, always get picked
last for the dodgeball team or why we
girls, always get made fun of by our
male

teachers.

But

it

started

something in me and possibly in my
classmates too, as much as they liked
to deny it.

The idea that 'feminism is not a 'dirty' word' became most relevant
when it became my identity, when 'radical feminist' was the way that
my classmates saw me. Why? Because I pointed things out. I showed
them the reality that they didn't like. But, whenever they would call me
a feminist, I would cringe and shy away. Little me. Little girls like me.
This is what it did to us. I became ashamed. I tried to justify it in every
way that was not aligning myself with the feminist movement. No
matter how strongly I and we believed in what feminism stood for,
identifying ourselves as feminists was the last thing we wanted to do. It
made us targets. It was definitely a 'dirty' word. And then, little me,
found the definition, the real, official definition of feminism -- "the
belief that women should be allowed the same rights, power, and
opportunities as men and be treated in the same way, or the set of
activities

intended

to

achieve

this

state"

(Cambridge

English

Dictionary). Therefore, if you agree that women and men are equal and
deserve equal rights, you’re a feminist. And a new world of
argumentation was opened to me.
The view that 'feminism is not a 'dirty' word' was now wrong in my
eyes. But not in everyone else's. I would ask anyone who states, with
smugness like they’re some kind of trendy hipster because they don’t
buy into the “fad” of feminism, if they support equal rights for all, boys
and girls alike. The typical response is eye rolling, like I must be
dumbing it down. But I wasn't, that is all that it is. It involves many
complex things, mostly the end of sexism, but the core of any feminist
belief is that everyone deserves equality. However, being faced with
that truth would mean admitting that they too are feminists, and seeing
as it's still a 'dirty' word, that was not going to happen.

However, they still would not believe that 'feminism is not a 'dirty' word'
simply because their view of feminists aligned more with women who burn
their bras, or who yell at men who catcall or people who tell rape jokes.
When at the age of 17 I shaved my head, I confirmed every suspicion of my
classmates that I was indeed a feminist, a radical one at that. They
immediately believed that my reason for shaving my head was to break
gender expectations. What they did not know however was that me
shaving my head was not some radical feminist act (even if it was, I would
have stood by it), I did it for a whole other set of reasons. But why should
that matter? And why should I bother explaining my reasoning when they
have clearly accepted is as a confirmation of an already ignorant
understanding of a very simple concept? At this point it didn't bother me
anymore though. What scared me most was not the hesitation boys
displayed toward identifying as feminists, but the hesitation that girls
showed. Let me make one thing really clear: The women who are against
feminism because they enjoy cooking for their family, or being a stay-athome mother, are missing another key point of feminism- the right of a
person to choose what they want to do with their life and have that
decision respected and supported.

'Feminism is not a 'dirty' word', and here is why. Yes, it sounds like a word that is
female-centric, but that is only because women are the ones who have been the
most oppressed throughout history. Feminism means supporting a woman’s right
to have a career and a family without being seen as selfish. Feminism means
supporting a man’s right to stay at home and raise his children without being seen
as lazy or incompetent. Feminism means supporting rape victims of any gender.
Feminism means that same-sex couples deserve the ability to get married.
Feminism means that transgender individuals deserve the acceptance and the
accommodations they need. Feminism means the elimination of sexism and
prejudiced ideas based on gender and the elimination of the gender wage gap.
Believing in these things means you have an understanding of what humanity is
and you are therefore, a feminist.
To little me, feminism meant being different. To me, feminism means believing
that I am anything but.

SOLO TRAVEL
- shivani ekkanath

What Travel Taught Me, an article I wrote for Feminism In India, an
online magazine

I I had the opportunity to do quite a bit of
traveling during my first year of university
—my first solo travel experience as well as
group travels with some of my college
mates. It certainly proved to be an
experience like none other as I have always
been traveling with family or relatives for
almost all my life and had gotten used to a
certain way of travel and planning for a trip.
Without equivocation, I can say that travel
is one experience that has contributed to
my personal growth apart from university
life as it has offered me one of the best
opportunities to prove to myself that I have
the potential to navigate my way through
the labyrinth that is adulthood.
Once I started traveling on my own for the
first time, I soon grew to realize that solo
travel and traveling without family is not
simply a sign of growing up and embracing
the hedonism and independence that
adulthood brings you, but it is also an
expression of ownership and individuality in
a certain sense that offers you an
opportunity and experience that pales in
comparison to most firsts you have as a
young woman. Traveling with your friends
and making your own decisions offers you
exposure like few others. However, without
a doubt and speaking from experience, my
mother still begins to anxiously wait for my
every update back home. Yet, over the year,
she has learned to trust my decisions and
hear me out more to a certain extent as well
because perhaps in her own way, she
recognizes a change in my choices and
acknowledges and perhaps even accepts
them as a new norm.

Regardless of the place they visit,
women continue to be the object of the
male gaze and side look simply because
of the gendered and divided world we
continue to live in. My travel
experiences in India and the rest of Asia
have been strikingly different from my
experiences in Europe, where solo
travel is more widespread and accepted,
from the mentality of the people down
to the reinforcements and preparations
I need to make. Young women like me
are always worried about our safety
when we travel to an unknown
destination. Yet, despite this, for
women, solo travel is a celebration of
their freedom, maturity, and creativity
as they step out into a harsh world
where they are already undermined and
viewed with skepticism. It is a symbol of
strength and fortitude because it proves
a point and defies a previously-held
narrative.
With more young women and girls
taking on opportunities to travel, the
tourism and travel industry has also
remained cognizant of this demographic
change. A survey conducted by
Booking.com in 2014 concluded that
nearly 72 percent of women in the
United States liked to embark on solo
travel which may not seem alarming
owing to the number of carefully
curated Instagram globe-trotting posts
we see online. Thus, female solo travel
has the potential to prosper further and
further develop.

However, even though solo travel for women has indeed taken
off in many parts of the world, the question of solo travel
especially in South Asian countries remains deeply entrenched
in divisive gender norms and patriarchy. The realities of a
gendered society impact every aspect of a woman’s life. For
instance, women born into less privileged and from less
affluent backgrounds are further crippled by the situation.
To shed light on some good news on the front, in a landmark
move, women in Saudi Arabia were finally ‘allowed’ to travel
abroad without taking the permission from a male guardian in
an effort to ease the many social constraints women in the
country have suffered under for years. Once again, this
underlines the fact that travel continues to be inextricably
linked to the toxic male guardianship system that allows men
to override the freedoms and choices of women. As women
continue to travel further and push these already established
social constructs and limits in a society, we will hopefully begin
to normalize the associated stigma and regressive mentality of
the status quo.
Most notably, solo travel is becoming increasingly popular as
women find strategies and solutions in order to stay safe as
they are backed by a lot more self-awareness and take better
safety precautions. Travel, for one, has also become a lot
easier and conducive with flight tickets and accommodation
becoming more affordable even during peak season. Over the
years, solo-travel friendly AirBnbs are becoming increasingly
popular to accommodate potentially vulnerable travelers like
women. House rules in such establishments are also rather
strict to ensure better service and protection for female
travelers. Moreover, Women Welcome WorldWide is an
organization that helps facilitate travel-friendly solo trips
worldwide for women. The organization is a great network for
women of all ages to explore new and even rare travel
destinations.
Looking past all of these benefits and implications, solo travel
is a great opportunity for personal growth and self-discovery
as you take out your time and travel by your own terms. It is an
exercise of a woman’s individuality, choice, and boldness at the
end of the day. Even though it does come with the burden of
extra precaution and control, current progress and change will
hopefully continue to carry the promise of a better future.

UNDER FEMINISM:
MODERN MEN'S
IDENTITY IS IN CRISIS
JASON TRINH

I would like to thank ContraPoints for the inspiration.

Please check her out because obviously she is smarter than I am. Growing up as a
male transgender, the idea of masculinity and what consists of a man’s identity have
been haunting me as much as, or even more than, any other cisgender male. There
are many things that cisgender men, and women too, take for granted. Imagine that
there are people struggling with the way they are addressed: just being called
“Ma'am” by a stranger would potentially ruin their day, or being invoked their birth
name would make them seriously uncomfortable. Or remember that small “M” and
“F” letters in the “Sex” section in your ID/passport/visa? You would never really
care about it as long as it’s not mistaken, but there are people who never want to
show their document because of that small letter, and those same people are
fighting restlessly in different countries everyday to get that part of their document
changed. And trust me, for those who know me personally, maybe some of you
would be surprised that I struggle with all of the aforementioned too. That’s just the
gist of what it’s like to live as a male transgender, but that’s not really the point I’m
trying to make in this article.
As you can see from my own anecdote, male transgenders, like me, are generally
even more anxious about how we appear in front of people than our cisgender
counterparts. We want to be addressed and to be treated as males. It’s a real kind of
anxiety. And under such anxiety, many male transgenders don’t even know how to
signal to others that they are men. Being a member of a Vietnamese transgender
group on Facebook, I have seen many naive posts from younger transgenders, and
sometimes even older people. “I like playing with stuffed animals, am I really a
man?”, “I cry a lot, does that make me feminine?”, “I don’t like playing video
games or going to the gym, am I qualified enough to be a man?”, etc. Those kind of
post exists, and although I admit that I have laughed at some of them, I know that
underneath those naive thoughts is a serious issue that is not talked about enough
among the community of people who identify themselves as man (which means both
male cisgenders and male transgenders): the identity of a modern man. What does it
mean to be a man?
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But, what about men? What about the cisgender, straight men? One might
criticize me for bringing this question up, “Why does everything have to be
about men? Why can’t we have the feminist movement for ourselves?”. As a
male feminist, I hear you, because genuinely saying there have been some very
horrible trolls making the “men suffer too” or “what about men?” kinds of
comment on every debate about feminism, and I dislike them as much as you
do. While I agree that the feminist movement is one focusing on the
empowerment of women and changing social attitude towards women in
power, the intersectionality element of the movement (which affected the issue
of LGBTQ+ people as well) cannot really ignore the cisgender, straight men;
because as much as this movement affects the life of women, it also rapidly
affects the life of men.
Once educated to be the man of “Tề gia, Trị quốc, Bình thiên hạ”, now the
feminist movement is calling out behaviors and ideas of what consists of being
a man “toxic”. Toxic masculinity is a real social term, and it is being used a lot
by both the progressive press and people on social media to criticize some
toxic elements of masculinity. Remember what I mentioned earlier in the
article about some male transgenders asking the kind of “I cry a lot, does that
make me feminine?” questions? It turns out that cisgender and straight men
ask those kind of questions too! Men are generally affected by the idea of
masculinity and what makes us men: like women who feel compelled to wear
makeup or high heels to feel feminine, men also feel compelled to do certain
things to feel masculine, like lifting some weights or dressing like Thomas
Selby in Peaky Blinders (that’s an extreme example but you get my point). And
are those things toxic? Absolutely not! When you use the term “burger”, you
are referring to the general idea of burgers; and when you say “chicken
burgers”, you are specifically pinpointing to the chicken burgers, not all kinds
of burger (vegetarian, beef, ham, etc). Just like masculinity, when people refer
to “toxic masculinity”, they don’t mean ALL kinds of masculinity are toxic,
just a certain kinds. As a male feminist (yes, I have to emphasize that again), I
understand this. I myself personally uphold certain traditional qualities of
masculinity too.
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feminist movement has been focusing on the
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being traditionally masculine: which makes
sense, because toxic masculinity is a thing
and its consequences such as male’s high
suicide rate, emotional repression and gender
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Nonetheless, the emphasize on positive male
role models is seriously lacking and there are
serious consequences to that. Why do you

men, but rather arguing that the exclusion of
the modern, feminist men’s identity in the
discussion is genuinely harmful.
So. let's get back to our question. What does it
mean to be a man? Under a new feminist era,
this question hasn’t been answered properly.
Feminists have talked a lot about the “Don’ts”
for males, but rarely the “Dos”, and obviously
there aren’t a lot of progressive role models
that can appeal to the generation of young
men.
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independent females but are very drawn to
‘powerful’ male figures like Hitler? The
answer is simple: the feminist movement and
the left are forgetting about the effects you
are changing on men’s identity and men’s
life, but the right wing doesn’t -
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I saw the bloodstains on my bedsheets,

by Tanvi Gupta

I felt intolerable pain in my stomach,
If only I were a boy,

My 12-year-old-self cried herself to sleep.
Growing up, I soon became aware of my bodily changes,
My thighs grew fatter,

my hips wider;“No, I refuse to wear a bra,” I yelled back at my mother,
Why did becoming a woman have to cage any part of me?
I only felt alive when I was on the playground,
But slowly, I was the only girl to be seen;

The running got harder; my body wore down sooner,
Puberty was nothing but a sin to me.

I soon realized I couldn’t escape being a woman,
But sometimes, that’s all I’d wish for endlessly.

Like the days I could walk down streets carelessly,

Or the days, I didn’t need to pull down my skirt below my knees;
I was thirteen when I first learned what ‘rape’ meant

The news flashed about how a woman had been left murdered on the street;

I puked inside my mouth, and cried almost instantaneously, “What did she do
wrong?” I asked my mother in disbelief.

I was fifteen when I let a boy first touch me,
It was ‘true love’, I told myself repeatedly,
Yet I cried after; it didn’t feel good to me,
I had told him to stop,

but he begged me “please.”
“Stop being such a girl,”

Yet my tears would stream down constantly,
It’s not that simple; I begged others to see:

“I’m not crying because I’m sensitive; why can’t anyone take me seriously!”
It took me a while, but I found a way to appreciate myself,

Treated my body like a temple, despite the extra fat here and there;
Being a woman wasn’t a sin, I had finally learned for myself

Being a woman can be painful, but I found beauty in this pain.
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Léa, mère seule élevant deux enfants, raconte son histoire. Vivant au Havre,
elle a dû travailler deux fois plus pour subvenir aux besoins de sa fille de cinq
ans et son nouveau-né. Elle a été contrainte à travailler la nuit, engager des
nourrices et rater les premiers pas de son fils. Son récit, c’est celui de millions
de femmes en France, celles que l’on appelle les mères seules et qui se
démènent jours et nuit pour s’occuper de leur famille.
Léa raconte sa colère. D’abord contre le père, parti après la naissance du
petit dernier, refusant d’apporter son aide d’une quelconque manière. « C’est
facile de partir quand on est un homme », dénonce-t-elle, « ils se détachent
très facilement des responsabilités parentales ». La lourde tâche de
l’éducation des enfants incombe ainsi aux femmes, et cette injustice est
souvent justifiée par des arguments fondés sur « l’instinct maternel », vu
comme le rôle « naturel » des femmes. Mais Léa rappelle aussi que le père
absent rate le vrai bonheur de voir ses enfants prononcer leurs premiers
mots, rire, jouer et grandir
« Personne ne prépare les futures mères en leur disant la vérité : ce n’est pas
toujours le bonheur d’élever des enfants » confie-t-elle. La jeune mère s’est
même surprise une fois à haïr son propre enfant. En plein burn-out
professionnel, rentrer chez elles après son travail n’était plus un gage de
repos : il fallait faire à manger, faire prendre la douche aux enfants, les aider
pour les devoir, les mettre au lit, et ensuite subir les réveils intempestifs et
bruyants du petit. Sans aucune minute pour elle, Léa a réalisé qu’elle ne
prenait plus soin d’elle, qu’elle était fatiguée et qu’elle voulait parfois tout
lâcher, claquer la porte et partir comme son ex-compagnon l’a fait. Ces
sentiments l’ont ainsi poussée à consulter un spécialiste pour en parler.
Aujourd’hui, elle regrette que la société ne prépare pas assez les futures
mamans à ce dur rôle, que parler des difficultés soit presque un tabou.
« J’aurai aimé qu’on me dise la vérité. Qu’être mère n’est pas synonyme de
bonheur absolu. Qu’on me parle des galères. Qu’on me dise que c’est normal
de craquer ».
Dans une société où la vie « parfaite » est valorisée dans les publicités, films
et réseaux sociaux, le rôle de la mère n’y déroge pas. « On pense que l’on
doit gérer le travail pour être des femmes indépendantes, chercher les
enfants à la sortie de l’école, et vivre la vie parfaite tout en restant belles et
élégantes ». Cet imaginaire de la mère parfaite pèse énormément, et
particulièrement sur les femmes seules. Il est la source d’une remise en
question constante néfaste à la santé mentale de personnes déjà affaiblies
par la pression énorme qui repose uniquement sur elles. Aujourd’hui, Léa se
rend dans une association locale où elle rencontre d’autres parents avec qui
elle partage son vécu. Elle a aussi réalisé qu’elle était loin d’être la seule à
avoir souffert de la parentalité. « S’occuper seule de ses enfants, c’est un
combat de tous les jours ».

Léa, a single mother raising two children, tells her story. Living in
Le Havre, she had to work twice as hard to support her five-yearold daughter and newborn baby. She was forced to work at night,
hire nannies and miss her son’s milestones. Her story is that of
millions of women in France, the single mothers who struggle day
and night to take care of their families.
Lea shares her anger. First against the father, who left after the
birth of the youngest child, refusing to help in any way. "It's easy to
leave when you're a man," she denounces, "they can easily step
away from their parental responsibilities." The burden of educating
children thus falls on women, and this injustice is often justified by
arguments based on "maternal instinct", seen as the "natural" role
of women. But Léa also believes that the absent father misses the
true happiness of seeing his children pronounce their first words,
laugh, play and grow.
"Nobody prepares mothers-to-be with the truth: not every moment
about raising a child brings happiness," she says. The young
mother even surprised herself once to resent her own child. In the
midst of a professional burn-out, returning home after work was no
longer a pledge of rest: we had to make food, bathe the children,
help them with homework, put them to bed, and then go through
untimely and noisy awakenings of the child. With no time for her,
Léa realized that she was not caring for herself anymore, that she
was tired and that she sometimes wanted to let go, slam the door
and leave as her ex-companion did. These feelings pushed her to
consult a specialist to talk about it. Today, she regrets that society
does not prepare future moms enough for this difficult role, that
talking about difficulties is almost a taboo. "I wish I had been told
the truth. That being a mother is not synonymous with absolute
happiness. I wish I had been told about the problems and that it is
normal to crack.
" In a society in which a "perfect" life is depicted in commercials,
movies and social networks, the role of the mother is no exception.
"We think we have to manage the work to be independent women,
look after children after school, and live the perfect life while
remaining beautiful and elegant." This fantasy of the perfect
mother weighs a lot, and especially on single women. It is a
constant threat to one’s mental health, already weakened by the
enormous pressure that is solely shouldered by them. Today, Léa
goes to a local association where she meets other parents with
whom she shares her experience. She also realized she was far
from the only one who had suffered from parenting. "Taking care of
your children alone is an everyday struggle".
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By Gaute Oien Tollan

\What part of society prevents women from joining and excelling
in major corporations, or rather, who is enforcing the glass
ceiling seen in most companies even in the most developed
countries? The answer is not one specific aspect or group, but
rather a vicious cycle, one enforced subconsciously by both men
and women. The patriarchal construction of society, especially in
the business world is so internalized that without even
recognizing the correct problem, we are blocking the solution.
To this date, there is not a single country that can claim to have equal
pay between women and men. If not a big enough problem itself, it
creates an even greater problem of preventing women from joining the
workforce. As a result of the pay advantage given to males, mothers
are often the ones to give up their jobs for economic and logistical
reasons. This leads to time loss that could have been used to gain
experience for future jobs and wage increases. Instead, fathers
continue their day job and not only a pay gap is created, but a
“experience gap” is created leading to the male having further
advantages in the job market. Consider the opposite scenario, instead
of staying home with the children, a woman decides to join the
workforce again. In most cases, employees are met with employers
that do not deliberately discriminate mothers but are instead trying to
be realistic on matter such as workload and working overtime. This is
logistically and economically in favor of the company, but in addition to
this, the great misfortune of female employees is that there is already
a patriarchal assumption that women are going to oversee the
children. There is often an incomparable relationship between mother
and newborn, first of all due to the pregnancy but also as mothers
tend to spend more time with infants. What is this interpreted as? This
initial relationship usually roots itself so firmly that mothers tend to be
seen as the primary caregiver. As a consequence, women are often
left out of the labor market initially and as time increases only
reinforces the formary mentioned “experience gap”. Why do firms act
this way? The concept of “employment” follows a medieval patriarchal
structure, one designed to effectively remove women from the labor
market, through the belief that a caregiver will not be follow up on
corporate needs.

But how are we as individuals
enforcing
this?
Former
CEO
Katharine Zaleski wrote in 2015 an
op-ed called “Sorry to all the mothers
I worked with”, where she explores
this
topic
of
internalized
discrimination, even from her side as
a woman. In the hiring of new
employees, she states that it was not
a deliberate or thoughtful process in
hiring, but rather that when a mother
of two toddlers applied for a job, she
considered that she would in the
future, as her boss, have to take into
consideration that this woman had
young children and could probably
not work late, and would potentially
not be able to put in any extra effort
other than those 8 hours. Zaleski did,
therefore, decide to not hire this
woman, not because she was a
woman or because she had children,
but simply because she wanted to
avoid a situation in which she put the
employee between her family and her
employment. One way of avoiding
this was simply by hiring a man. Upon
having children herself, Zaleski
commented on her experiences of
being
faced
with
the
same
presumption of her being “held back”
by her children, even if she had a
nanny for her children.
The example of Zaleski is one of
internalized patriarchal views. Often,
the issue of male advantage in
employment does not boil down to
gender
favoritism,
but
rather
medieval beliefs of how women will at
some point in their lives be held back
by their children. These beliefs would
incentivize employers to hire men
instead of women, as they believe
that at some point, their female
employees will have to care for
children, which would become a
financial liability for a firm. How do
employers make female employees
compensate
for
this
possible
“liability”?

This is where employment and pay
gap links into the same problem:
the concept of pay gap and how it is
to compensate for the mere
possibility of a female employer
bearing child. In retrospect, Zaleski
realized that her pressumptions
were on faulty basis and that there
was no reason for her to not employ
a woman as it was not a given she
would be taking care of a child. She
also formally apologized to all the
women who had been given lower
wages for no apparent reason other
than their gender. But is Zaleski’s
realization on of a kind? Or can it
become one of the masses?
Here is where the aforementioned
circle starts over again. As a result
of the pay gap, most women
instead of males decide to stop
working to take care of the children
instead due to economic reasons.
The pay gap being based on the
assumption that women will do
exactly this, the two are reinforcing
another and breaking the circle can
seem near impossible. The first
assumption that needs to be
abandoned is that women have a
greater responsibility for a child
than the male, one that is not even
medieval
but
rather
primal.
Secondly, that having children is
going to affect the woman as an
employer, any more than it is a
man. When something is as
internalized as this, pay gap and
employment discrimination comes
as natural consequences and will
only be broken once the norms
internalized into subconsciousness
are broken.

Women Inmates: A Double
Sentence. Sarah Le Ny

Geography and architecture
The fact that women represent a striking minority of
the carceral population is not really a win, because it
means penitentiary facilities are not at all adapted for
them. There is only one all-female prison in France
(Rennes), and the few penitentiary facilities hosting
women

are

very

unequally

distributed

across

metropolitan France (six in the north of France, one
in the south). Therefore, the reality of isolation that
all inmates suffer from is even more real for women,

If you ever read about incarceration in French,
you have most certainly encountered the term,
une double peine (a double sentence) when
speaking about the intersection between being a
prisoner

and

being

part

of

a

marginalized

population. It is very often used when the
question of women in jail is raised.
Last year, there was a week of awareness about
prison organized in Sciences Po Le Havre by the
NGO Genepi. I had the chance to discuss the

who can be jailed hundreds of kilometres away from
their closed ones. It is especially complex for their
families to visit, as they have to spend a day or two in
order to havre a one-hour talk, and do not benefit
from any help to cover the costs of a visit (tripl,
hotel).Moreover, although there are more spots for
women in prison than there are incarcerated women,
the allocation of spots does not match the reality of
the distribution of women among the different sorts
of penitentiary institutions. Consequently, a lot of
incarcerated women still experience overcrowding,

question of incarcerated women with several

especially

Sciencespistes. It seemingly leds up to a great

centres. Another consequence of that architectural

surprise. “How can it be a double pain since

and geographical isolation is that women benefit from

there are almost no women in penitentiary

fewer activities and services than men. Indeed, when

facilities? Why do you care so much about it?”

they are incarcerated in a department of a men’s

That question makes complete sense. Indeed,

facility, activities are conceived for men. As women

people languishing in jail are not something we

are not allowed to cross their male counterparts’

think about every morning when we wake-up. It

path, they have a very difficult access to activities,

is, for some, something they never have the

jobs or medical services.

in

women’s

departments

of

remand

occasion to discuss. Hence, the only critique that
people who are vaguely informed usually make on

Medical care and motherhood

penitentiary facilities is that “it is overcrowded”,

One of the most pressing issues female inmates face

and since women represent only 3.62% of the

is the access to medical services. They have very little

carceral

not

access to medical care, especially gynaecological care.

know how dire the situation of

Getting access to menstrual hygiene supplies can be

women in jail is. With this article, I explore a few

tricky: either they have money on their canteen

examples that might open discussions on that

account and they can buy some (within a very narrow

genuinely obscure issue.

choice and sometimes to a higher price than on the

population

necessarily

in

France,

we

do

outside), or they do not and have to hope that their

Incarceration

tends

to

be

an

accurate

representation of all of society’s failures. Every
discrimination

exists

on

the

outside

is

exponentially exaggerated on the inside, on one
hand by the no-brainer that people who live
precariously or marginally have a higher risk of
being incarcerated, and by their exploitation by
the penitentiary administrations, its architecture,
by the prison guards and inmates themselves.

hygiene kit will be renewed on time with enough
products (which are often enormous non-sticky pads).
For women who struggle to get a job (which are
underpaid jobs, generally representing 20 to 45% of
the minimum wage), the strive to access menstrual
products potentially endangers their health as they
are forced to rely on cloth, toilet paper or even plastic
bottles as cups. During emergencies, they depend on
the good will of prison guards.

A sociological phenomenon of double deviance
The problem of enhanced marginalisation in prisons
implies a double-sentence for women inmates. It does
not derive only from the administration itself but also
from how women are perceived by society and how their
lives are determine. Incarcerated women tend to be
more frequently and more rapidly abandoned by their
families and left in a state of isolation. It is as if they
had committed a crime twice: once because they stole
something, smuggled drugs or any other offense, and
once again because they did so as a women. There is a

Concerning

gynaecological

health,

I

must very strong sociological background behind women’s
mention the hardship of pregnancy in jail. incarcerations. For the same crimes, women tend to be
Although the 60 women who give birth in less incarcerated than men because society is unable to
prison each year are supposed to have a consider women’s deviance. We expect women to be
consistent obstetrical follow-up, soon-to-be barrier-keepers, not barrier-crossers. We are used to
mothers can be in great distress. Indeed, that looking at women as brakes to men’s violence and
follow-up is excessively hard to organize due to deviance, as family-holders and “good mothers”. They
the lack of on-site specialists, which means it pay a double price for their “double deviance”: they are
is often reduced. Emergencies are also very deviant because they violated formal laws and the
badly handled for the same practical reasons societal expectations of women. They must handle a lot
and more internal and external guilt than men.
treatment. Lastly, although it is antiquated, Consequently, by violating patriarchal ideals, women
women still very often have to receive tend to request for less sentence adjustments (for which
obstetrical care or delivery under the eyes of a they receive very little support) because they
and

often

results

in

late

transfer

guard, and are sometimes even handcuffed.
The struggle does not stop after childbirth. Due
to the repartition of the 76 nursery spots,
women often must be transferred to a new
penitentiary facility once they have a baby.
Those nursery cells are supposed to be at least
15m2 (which is not always respected). Babies
can stay with their mothers until they are 18
months old. Afterwards they are placed in
foster families. They often have to deal with
the consequences of confined early childhood
such as difficulties to adapt to light, obstacles,
little access to developmental game.

internalized the idea of guilt, thereby making everything

harder as they have to suffer the consequences of
incarceration as well as re-adapt to life upon release
(finding a job, an accommodation…).
Gwenola Ricordeau sums it up by highlighting that “The
isolation touching incarcerated women is not only
explained by the geographical remoteness: women are
less supported by men. In jail, when they are confronted
to other life’s challenges – as a severe disease -, women
benefit from less solidarities than men. Nevertheless,
they are the ones who, on the contrary, support men in
challengers, such as jail, that they go through”.
A necessary debateI strongly believe that no action

justifies the ghastly experience that is incarceration.
Moreover, here are very strong incentives for When the imprisonment frenzy meets the burden of
women to be perfectly in line with what the patriarchal determinism, women are left in great

patriarchal

society

expects

of

them. distress, which is shadowed away. I hope my
Motherhood is one of the societal requirements engagement with the subject will help generate a
women must greatly fulfill, and once they are greater debate and discussion of the subject, about both
incarcerated, marked as deviant, they start incarceration and the onus it can become to be a woman
suffering the burden of being – often as soon as you step outside of the box.
unjustifiably - labelled as “bad mothers”

SPEAK UP! ON FEMALE PARTICIPATION
- MATHILDE LARIVE
For a few years, I have been astonished by
the feminist expectation to speak up. For
once, people wanted me to take more
space, to make my voice heard. It was
supposed to be empowering, liberating,
making your skin glow with confidence et
cetera. But I used to be a speaker, and it
did not go well. As a teenager, I remember
participating

a

lot

in

class.

I

asked

questions, I asked for examples, when I
knew

an

answer,

I

gave

it…

I

also

remember the glares and the whispers.
“Know-it-all” they said, and they were
right. I was a bit of a know-it-all, and I still
am. But the classmate on my right was also
a know-it-all, and no one ever thought
about it. Why was that? Oh, right, that’s
because he was a boy! I should have known
this from the start. Being a boy gives you
more rights in the classroom, whether
you’re a goody two shoes or a wild child.
And when a girl gets just as noisy, social
control kicks back in. She becomes silent

When I came to Sciences Po, I
became more and more confident
about participating and giving my
opinion. That was because I was
surrounded by a lot of incredible
young women who dared to speak.
We represented 60% of the school,
and an even bigger proportion of

again, as she is expected.

the campus. But I guess that being

In the professional sphere, it becomes a

helped a lot with my case. I don’t

a

real problem. Have you ever heard of the
dude/not a dude time count? It’s a tracker
you can have during meetings to see who is
talking more. You can measure it in terms
of time, but also in terms of interactions.
Not

surprisingly,

even

in

meetings

numerically dominated by women, results
of

the

experiment

often

show

participation from our good old Steve.

more

white,

middle-class

woman

think I was coerced to the same
extent

as

my

classmates

from

different backgrounds. Here, my
participation is encouraged, but
was it the same for all my sisters?
Even

in

a

highly

stimulating

environment, a lot of them are still
impacted by imposter syndrome or
intimidation.

The best example I have of intimidation and

excellence is taken away from us by our

imposter syndrome in Sciences Po were the

education. We are actually excellent in the

eloquence contests. Our school has two

same way, yet we leave the guilt of taking

main eloquence contests, the Prix Richard

too much space behind. My friend, Manon

Descoings (bilingual) and the Prix Philippe

De Cabarrus, 2nd place at the Prix

Seguin (in French only). You typically have

Philippe Seguin in 2018 is one of the

48 hours to work on a given topic and

wittiest, nicest, and funniest people I

deliver the most brilliant speech possible. It

know. She embodies excellence in

is really hard, I suck at it, but it is also a lot

everything she does and inspires me to do

of fun! When you take a look at the

the same. She works hard and is equally

prestigious semi-finals and finals in Paris,

daring. Her red suit at the Emile Boutmy

not a lot of women happen to be qualified,

Amphitheatre is a sight that will be

despite numerous candidates. I have two

remembered.

main reasons for this: unconscious bias by
the jury, or a lesser level of competence. I

I am still a speaker today, and if you know

refuse to consider the second option because

me you can tell because I am still

I have seen some qualification phases, and a

participating in class, volunteering to be

lot of speeches. I have seen excellent prose

the class delegate and delivering

written by both men and women, and

presentations with glee. But I am not

terrible ones written mostly by men… but

ashamed of it anymore, and this has

still judged with more patience than their

expanded to other areas of my life. I take

female counterparts.

more space as a person: I have my own

I believe we are as good and eloquent as
men, sometimes even more. And yes, I

podcast, and I sometimes write for Quelle
femme. You can say I speak up, maybe not
very eloquently, or in situations where it

also believe I have seen more terrible

requires courage, but I do try again and

speeches

again. Of course, it is because I like it, and

(and

interactions

in

various

contexts) pronounced by men than by

I do not ask you to do things you don’t

women.

want to do for the empowerment effect,

The

very

essence

of

that

difference is that women are taught with

but it is also because I switched my

shame, that acts as a protector and a

perspective. I believe I stopped being

filter. We usually do not say something

ashamed because I started asking myself

risky

the question “If I were a man, would I

if

we

believe

it

could

be

misinterpreted, or mediocre. Men are

think twice about this?”. You should try it

naturally more confident in the public

too. Maybe one day, if it has not already,

sphere. This daring nature leads them to

excellence will come to you (and when it

speak more freely and less reflectively.

happens, please give me some).

Therefore,

they

can

sometimes

say

terrible things without thinking twice

Hereby, I solemnly ask for the right to be

about them, but also have this lightning

as mediocre as it is socially acceptable for

wit that sweeps you off your seats. In this

a man to be.

volubility hides excellence, and this

You will bear a child :
how maternity and motherhood are instilled
from little girls to adult women

Children. We see their cute little faces in advertisements and movies ; our attention is fully
focused on them, their health, their cries, their laughs. One person stands in the shadows and
yet holds all the social expectations. This person is different ; her role is public, her body
belongs to the society, her mind has to be oriented towards one precise task : bearing the
providential child. This person, you may have recognized her, is the mother. This immortal
figure comforts and supports us, even during the toughest times. In women's magazines and
tabloïds, you will find plenty of articles discussing how she should do this or that, along with
plenty of cute baby faces pictures

Yet, one question remains unasked : do women have to

conceive a child in the first place ?
Some women want children, some don’t. In any case, society expects them to consider the
holy conception as a necessary conclusion of their lifestyles. How could it be different, though
? They have reproductive organs, they have breasts and, above all, they have the almost
magical, miraculous instinct of motherhood. This instinct is showcased in every step of young
girls’ socialization, from child play to TV series. The little girl has to take care of her doll and
consoles it when it fake cries ; the adult woman sacrifices herself to the profit of her
rebellious son by working harder and harder, the father having left years ago. In our society,
motherhood is conceptualized as a biological phenomenon belonging to the female sex,
without any doubt on its existence and effectiveness.
Several studies have been conducted among female subjects in order to prove the following
point : maternal point is inherent to women’s brain and unconditional, even from a very young
age. When conducting my research online, I quickly realized that two schools were opposed :
the one that believes in it and even promotes it, and the other that believe in a more
sociological perspective of the so-called “instinct”. A french neurobiologist, Catherine Vidal,
argues for the social construction of it ; she explains how the “instinct” as a pure, raw form of
act is absent from human beings compared to other mammals, which suggests a rather
“imitation instinct” encouraged through gendered education. On the opposite spectrum, a
2017 neurobiologist experiment was conducted and published in the PNAS (Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences in the United States of America), arguing for an instinctive
response in mothers’ brains after hearing an infant crying ; a precise area of the brain is
stimulated, thus an immediate action from the mother towards the baby. From my personal
point of view, I would say that the results of this experiment doesn’t contradict at all the point
of Mrs Vidal : conditioned from a very young age to care about nurturing babies, women have
internalized a certain pattern of behaviours that has now become their natural response to a
particular social situation. In any case, we can see how this question raises debates among
society, as it appears so important for everybody to understand how it could be possible to not
want children at any point in one’s life.

Why is society so afraid of the non-use of

Nobody asks about the other ones, these silent

women’s wombs ? The imperative of maternity

women who doesn’t want children just because

takes its roots centuries ago, when women were

they have no feelings leaning towards family

no more than baby factories and took care of the

but no valuable reasons to do so in the eyes of

household, alone. However, we would think that

the social body. We have come to the point

this injonction evolved in a more comprehensive

where a personal, intimate choice becomes a

way of living one’s life ; the rising presence of

public judgement of one’s desires and worth,

feminist movements in the public sphere is also

and, as for many other things, it affects

an

undebatable

upheaval

of

our

time.

Nevertheless, the heritage remains untouched :
you will bear the child, just like your parents and
grandparents did. No need for justification here ;
however, when comes the time to explain one’s
refusal to raise babies, there’s an inevitable need
for explanations. Why ? Don’t you like your
brother/sister/cousin’s children ?

women in priority
When one expresses the willingness to stay
child-free, theorized or not, comes the
traditional saying : you’ll change your mind !
This happens even more when one is a young
adult woman constructing her social and
professional life. How could she know what
she wants yet? The potentiality of the

A strange phenomenon happens as a consequence
of these pressures : the so-called “child-free”
women ( both the young and older generation)
feel the need to justify their “choice” at all cost.
And here we go again : it cannot be a natural
absence of desire, it has to be chosen, driven by
some egoistic thoughts, right ? Several child-free
movements saw the light quite recently. For
instance, a new movement came across as a new
ideology regarding maternity : the GINKS (Green-

motherhood instinct suddenly bursting into the
room of femininity appears more powerful, to
put it clearly, more important than her
decision at a particular moment. The
assumption of non-maternity is then swept
away with an awkward laugh and discreet
whispers. “She wants to get attention, she’s
young, you’ll see, I’ll be right”. From now on,
every occasion is good to remind her to
procreate, every child in the family becomes a
pretext to prove her that she is wrong, that she

Inclined No Kids), which one of the most iconic

indeed wants children, because one is of course

figure

not enough. An only child will be bored, too

is

Lisa

Hymas,

co-founder

of

Grist

magazine. Her main argument resides in the

many will be unmanageable. It must be mixed,

climate urgency we actually face and how it is

too, so that the bloodline stays diverse and

necessary to question our will of babies in a world

thriving. The non-existence of children seems

gangrened by consumerism and natural resources

unbearable, an insult to the sacrifice of the

exploitation. Far from being majority nor popular,

parents, but we must not forget that maternity

her assertions are seen as aggressions by young

too is subjected to social norms and

mothers and society in general. This statement is

expectations.I would dream of an ideal society

debatable indeed ; the surpopulation theory could

where women could choose whatever they

largely be discussed here, but it is not my point in

want for their uterus, from having ten children

this article. I want to show how ironic it is to

with a wonderful career to none with a

claim one’s own body rights and, at the same

wonderful career too. Although I realize it is a

time, feeling the need to rationalize and justify it

herculean task that will require more and more

at all cost. We have now two sides, almost

activism from modern feminists, I hope I

enemies : you defend mothers and their babies or
you hate them with all your heart.

managed to expose in a clear manner this
heated debate and perhaps change our
judgement towards child-free women.

THEATRE PIECE
Thoughts on catcalling by Paola Lupi
Since I have arrived in France there According to dictionaries, the word
has been something that I did not catcall originates from the mid 17th
expect, something weird, not right, century, and it was used to describe
intimidating even, that bothered the sound of disappointment made
my days, my walks home and my by an audience at a play.
late nights with friends: catcalling.

So imagine this: a man is watching
Do not get me wrong: I know what a play performed only by men and
catcalling is, and I have known it he is angry. For some reason, some
for a long time. Living in a big city sort of general conduct and
in Italy means being constantly agreement of men at theatre, he
aware
of
one's
surroundings, emits a sound, that quite scarily
always being careful while walking reminds one of a cat. Here it goes:
in crowded roads, trying not to the audience of men turns to the
listen too hard to what people say stage and emit a sound of

because most of the time it is not disapproval: the performers, those
something anyone would want to who were supposed to entertain the
hear.

audience, fulfil the expectations of

Yet, over here, catcalling has a
different

nature:

maybe

it

is

because I cannot understand the
sentences, but only recognize the
words I was asked to never repeat
in French class. Perhaps, it is
because Le Havre truly gets lonely
in the evenings, lit up only by the
kebab shop lights at the edge of the
roads.

One

reason

or

another,

catcalling became such a constant
thought in my mind, that I decided
to do some research.

those who had payed a ticket to
watch them perform amd observe
the men who are dissatisfied by
their performance. Those watching
are shamed for not complying to
this criteria.

Now imagine. The man who is disappointed by
the play exits the theatre and starts walking

It is now time for him to go home. As he is

on his way home. A woman is walking by, she

walking, a woman crosses his path. Is he

is going home too. She has her own life, her

pleased with what he sees? Is he not? Is it

own problems, that the man does not and

none of his business? It does not matter:as

cannot know. The two had never met before.

he decided that he is entitled to make a

For some reason, the man turns to her and

comment. Just like the play he just watched,

emits the same sound he did when the play

he regards this woman as someone of his

ended. Disappointment. Unmet expectations.

concern, that he will vulgarly praise or insult

Lack of entertainment. The woman, like the

as he wishes, because, he believes, by being

performers, has failed, but this time, she has

accidentally under his sight, she is an object

failed to do something she did not sign up to

for him to derive entertainment from. And

do. She did not know she was meant to do.

so he decides to comment. He does not know

something no one is paying her for.

her, does not know what she is doing or why
she is there, but because in his idea she is

Now, you may say my story has some flaws.

now in someway of his concern he will make

Maybe a man who went to the theatre in the

her uncomfortable, without hesitation.This

17th century is more likely to go back home

is obviously a generalization, and a story.

with a horse rather than by foot? I have to

Not all men and not only men can catcall

admit, I am not sure. But that is not why you

and the catcalling is not necessarily against

may disagree: in the 17th century, someone

women. Not everyone who catcalls is doing

may well argue that a role of a woman was in

it with harmful intentions, however, in no

fact to entertain. To interest. To not

way am I trying to imply that there is any

disappoint the man. Her pay was life,

sort of causation or correlation between

protection, not being killed but rather being

going to the theatre and making a women

fed by her male relatives. Yes, you may well

highly uncomfortable in the streets.

say that, just like a performer, a woman in the
17th century has the duty to give the audience

But I hope that my hypothetical stories

what they want, whatever that may be.

showed some links. Shed some lights. And
proved some points.

You would be wrong. The fact that society was
unfairly biased towards man should have never
been a burden to what women could or could
not do. But we cannot change the past.
So let's talk about the present.A man goes to
the theatre. It is the 21st century. He is deeply
unsatisfied from the performance: the
performers were not convincing and the plot
was seriously flawed. No one makes cat-like
sounds if they dislike a play anymore but he
deeply complains as he walks out, loudly, so
they can hear him.

IVF*: What are we
really talking about?
An insight into the life
of a test-tube baby
By Camille Chabot

You might have heard of the
ongoing debate in France about InVitro Fertilization (IVF). But what is
this process exactly and what does
it imply for single women or
lesbians?
My mothers met at Paris Charles
de Gaulle in 1996, where they both
worked, and there began my story.
After several years together, my
parents, like many adults of their
age, considered having children.
While for most parents conceiving
babies is comparatively easy, for
homosexual parents it is more
complicated than that. However,
until very recently, IVF was only
legal for infertile heterosexual
couples. Lesbian couples who
wanted to have children thus had
to undergo a very long, expensive
and
tiresome
process
in
neighbouring
countries.
My
parents chose Belgium, where IVF
was legal for all women.
In addition, my mothers wanted a
“Yes Donor,” meaning someone
that their children could have
information on later in life.
However, in Europe, only Classical
IVF (with an anonymous donor
chosen at random) was available.

Therefore, they contacted the
Sperm Bank of California, which
allowed the release of the
identity of the donor on the 18th
birthday of the child (Fun Fact: I
just discovered that this Bank
was situated in Berkeley,
California where I will be doing
my double degree!). This Bank’s
website takes the form of a
donor catalogue: there is
information
on
physical
appearance, ethnicity, blood
type, potential diseases, and
occupation. My parents based
their choice on health, level of
study, ethnicity as they wanted
their children to be of the same
descent as them, and motivation
(My donor had a lesbian sister
and thus supported LGBTQ+
rights). Then began a lengthy
procedure
of
coordination
between the Sperm Bank of
California and the hospital in
Belgium. After approximately six
months, my biological mother
checked
with
a
Belgian
gynecologist to ask whether she
could support the hormonal
treatment. My mother also
obtained these medical tests
from French gynecologists who
supported IVF for homosexual
couples but risked several years
of imprisonment for assisting
her. Fortunately, the IVF worked
very well for my mother and out
of the six vials women were
allowed to be provided, she
managed with only half a vial.
Thus, I was born. The rest was
stored until my brother was
conceived 3.5 years later with
the other half.

Although I was born in 2001, my
second
mother
was
not
considered to be my legal parent
until 2015. When I was born, my
mom had to declare herself a
single mother as my other parent
was not recognized by the law.
She had stated in her will that she
wished my second mother would
take care of my brother and I in
case she wasn’t able to do so
anymore. Regardless, if something
had happened to my mother, a
judge would have considered us
orphans and placed us with any
other members of our family, but
not my other mother.
2013 was a crucial year for my
family. On the 18th of May, France
was
the
thirteenth
country
worldwide to allow same-sex
couples to get married. Because a
law from 2002 authorized married
spouse to adopt their partner’s
children and become their official
parents, same-sex marriage also
meant that our family could be
legally recognized as such. My
mothers got married in December
2014 in the town hall of a small
rural city of France, with close
friends and relatives. It was among
the first same-sex marriages to be
celebrated in France.
Although legally married, my
parents still had to submit a file,
along with financial reports and
testimonies of family, teachers,
friends and doctors to prove that
my second mother had taken part
in our education and could be
recognized as our legal parent.
This file was sent to the Family
Court with the help of a lawyer.

Despite
high
chances
of
rejection without justification, we
got lucky and a positive
response was given without any
call to appear in Court. My
adoption was celebrated in
September 2015 and marked
the legal acknowledgement of
my family as a whole, from my
grandparents to my mothers,
and our access to the same
rights
as
other
families.
However, any mention of the
IVF, though legal now, could
have led to the refusal of my
adoption
and
potential
condemnation of my parents for
evasion of the law.
Regardless
to
say,
my
relationship with both my
parents has always been a very
affectionate and strong one. I
can confidently claim that
contrary
to
what
some
detractors of the IVF for lesbians
affirm, children do not need a
mother and a father, but only the
care and love of our parents,
regardless of their gender, or
whether they are biologically
related to us or not.
*IVF (in vitro fertilization): a
medical procedure whereby an
egg is fertilized by sperm in a
test tube or elsewhere outside
the body.

Timeline:
1982: Birth of Amandine, first test-tube baby to be
born in France - IVF becomes a solution only for
infertile heterosexual couples
1982: Creation of the “Commité national d’éthique”,
French National Consultative Ethics Committee
created by Mitterrand to single out issues arising
out of progress in the life sciences and make public
statements and recommendations
May 2013: Legalisation of same-sex marriage and
adoption by homosexual couples, opposition
protests erupt across France
27 June 2019: French National Consultative Ethics
Committee says that it supports the legalization of
IVF for single women and lesbians
27 September 2019: French Parliament approves a
bill legalizing IVF for all women
Bibliography:
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The guilty feminist
- Kyra Krall

The Guilty Feminist, a British podcast created in late 2015 and
hosted by comedian and author Deborah Frances-White,
explores “our noble goals as 21st-century feminists and the
hypocrisies and insecurities which undermine them”. Every
week, Frances-White, together with a guest co-host, interviews
a small panel on themes such as women in music,
disobedience, sex education, suffragettes and climate change.
When I first came across this podcast in January 2018, I was in
the stressful (and, as many of you know, existential-crisisprovoking) phase of finishing high school and was losing my
sleep over what I was going to do after graduation. For some
reason, I went through the comedy podcast section on Spotify
(subtle product placement my friends) in search of some lighthearted distraction, and ended up finding so much more than
that.
At the time, I had never really had an in-depth encounter of the
concept of feminism- this topic was never discussed in school
or among my friends, and hardly with my family. Because I
didn’t know what the concept entailed, but had noticed the
negative stigma connected to it, I think I would have been
hesitant to call myself a feminist at the time. How things have
changed.
In the beginning, I remember feeling invited into a positive
environment, while realising how strange it was for me to
virtually be in a space in which a discussion group was only
comprised of women and non-binary people (there have only
been a handful of male guests so far). For once, it wasn’t just
that one woman sitting on a panel of (white, straight, cis) men. I
could relate to and was thankful for debates on typically female
experiences, often overlooked by mainstream media, and felt a
sense of belonging thanks to the audience I heard reacting in
the background.
Every episode starts with a few statements beginning with “I’m
a feminist, but…”, in which the participants humorously admit to
actions or opinions contradictory to feminist values, completing
the “guilty” part of the podcast. One example would be “I’m a
feminist, but one time I went on a women’s rights march, and I
popped into a department store to use the loo, but got
distracted trying out face cream. And when I came out the
march was gone.”This also showed me that there is no perfect
version of feminism, and that feminists don’t have to be perfect
or experts on every topic. I feel like the worry of being called
out as not feminist enough to call yourself one can be a barrier
as well, which of course is very counterproductive.

In the first episodes, at the time presented by Deborah Frances-White
and Sophie Hagen, the two hosts set themselves challenges
according to the theme of the next recording. Initially, these
challenges were focused more on overcoming individual struggles
and insecurities (for example by posing nude for an art class or eating
alone in public), however as they became more confident in taking up
space, in defining and expressing their beliefs, their focus shifted
more outward, reflecting on a bigger picture of patriarchal power
structures and intersectionality. Slowly but surely, the topics and
guests became increasingly diverse, covering the connectedness of
feminism with issues concerning people of colour, the LGBTQ+ or
disabled community and other marginalised groups. This motivated
me to actively make an effort in shaping the media I consume, from
the movies I watch to whom I follow on Instagram. Over time I
discovered some awesome humans (go follow Madame Gandhi and
Blair Imani!), creating my own little feminist bubble of inspiration.
I came to understand the power of language and the patterns of
oppression subtly manifested in our choice of words. I became more
aware of the speed at which different genders in my surroundings
would speak, or how often I apologised for unnecessary reasons. I
learned new vocabulary, using the term non-disabled over ablebodied or talking of sexual orientation instead of sexual preference
(because preference implies a conscious choice) and decided not
ever to use a binary “ladies and gentlemen”. Even during our
welcome week in Sciences Po there were a few things that caught my
attention, for example that speakers referred only to “he/she” and not
“they” after confirming our university to be an inclusive space for the
LGBTQ+ community.
All these conversations I was listening to gave me food for thought on
how I navigate my daily life, how I talk and carry myself, how I take up
space. It is still difficult for me to express and defend my opinions
because I didn’t grow up in a debating culture and often doubt my
competence on a subject. If I am not 100% sure of their validity, my
thoughts will not be turned into speech, often leaving me frustrated by
the regret of words unsaid. But I’m working on it, and I believe that
these outspoken and political female voices of unapologetic humour
have built my confidence considerably. The fact that Deborah
Frances-White has become more vocal on paper, in shows, in
interviews, was also reassuring for me, because I therefore
recognised that the ability to speak up does not come overnight.
Today, The Guilty Feminist is letting actions follow its words, with
projects and collaborative campaigns on period poverty, abortion
rights, refugee support and more. It has collaborated with Amnesty
International for “Truth to Power Hour” and launched the “Joyful
Resistance”, a movement intending to create small, inviting
communities aiming to take a stand for diversity and feminism.
Over the past year, I have undergone my own “feminist awakening”,
becoming aware of feminist issues and their intersectionality,
recognising my privileges, reflecting on the problems we face in this
world. I still have so much more to learn, and am glad to be on a
campus where there are so many opportunities to explore and
discuss these topics. Now, I will make it my challenge to become
active, to being an engaged ally and to making our voices heard.
Whether you don’t identify as a feminist, are an activist, or don’t know
anything about the subject, I recommend you to give this podcast a
listen and would be curious to know what you think of it!

Mental Health

The Beauty in Diversity

Margot Despreaux

Beauty- what is it, exactly? A subjective opinion? A socially agreed
upon ideal? Or simply anything we want it to be? When we think of a
beautiful woman, the image we get in our head varies from one person
to another. Some see beauty in physical attributes, others in specific
qualities they qualify as of the utmost importance to them. In any way,
objectively, our vision of what is beautiful is nothing.
Over the past decades, what we consider as the “ideal” woman has
evolved countless times. Marilyn Monroe, Kate Moss, Gigi Hadid, Ashley
Graham… you name it. From a cinched waist to a curvy figure, we envy
what we cannot have, constantly comparing ourselves to others who
are

“better”.

As

a

woman,

the

pressure

of

being

perfect

in

every

possible form is something that concerns me very deeply.
And this is the story of how I decided not to care anymore.
As teenagers, we all go through physical changes. Curves appear, so
do

marks.

Our

bodies

change,

and

we

feel

insecure.

We

compare

ourselves, we put each other down, and this turns into a never ending
cycle of self-shame and low self-esteem. It seems like this cycle is
present in all of us, no matter the image we present on the surface.
At the age of 13, I moved to China. For the next two years, I attended an
international school system. The experience I had there left me puzzled,
with a slightly sour taste in my mouth. Though I had lived abroad before,
this was the first time as a teenager that I lost my point of reference.
This was a new country, a new language, a new setting. Coming into
this, my self-esteem was low. With an English level lower than others, I
was teased for my accent, I was teased for my struggles. Physically, my
body had been changing. I was strong. I had muscles and hair. Yet, I
had never thought of how I looked and how I presented myself before.

To others, it seemed unthinkable. Already at that time, girls around me had started
getting rid of undesirable hair. Smooth legs, designer clothes and the new iPhone
seemed to be a teenage girl motto. In my family, the “standard” ideal of beauty
was closer to naturalism, a total opposition from the expats in my school who came
from well-off families.
To them, the concept of wearing no makeup to school was unthinkable, unheard of.
I was an outcast, a tomboy, and most importantly, the weird chick who did not
know english. With that in mind, we could say beauty is a distorted concept in the
mind of a teenager. To me, it’s more of a socially accepted standard. It varies
depending on the social status.
The things I heard from some of the boys, between my experience at this school
and today are completely different. Some of the things they said scarred me for
life. Others simply disgusted me. One comment that struck me the most was not
about

my

appearance,

but

about

how

I

presented

myself.

In

P.E

(Physical

Education), we had swimming for a few months. To me, swimming is fundamental.
At the time, it was a huge part of my life. Shaving was not my priority, so I had body
hair. Like any girl our age who is not pressured into shaving would keep. In my case,
it made them uncomfortable. It grossed them out. “Dude, go shave”, they said
behind my back (which, thinking back, is so much worse than saying it to my face).
I was humiliated. So I shaved, plucked, trimmed, epilated, and waxed undesirable
hair on my body. All-because of comments; all- because of beauty standards in our
society. This shows particularly well how much media, our peers,and

our families

can have an impact on fragile things like self-esteem. While parents will embrace
who you are, the discourse of a child verbally harassing another is not unheard of.
Children are, after all, the harshest judges, especially with the unfamiliar.

You might ask me, why would I not fight back? Is beauty not a diversity?
To this I would say: when you are insecure, when you feel unloved, you don’t think
about the situation rationally. At the time, giving them what they wanted seemed
like the best solution for the teasing to stop. For a long time, I have hated the word
“beautiful”. Somehow it felt degrading, like I was reduced to this singular and
robotic unit that popular girls were put in. It seemed ridiculous, yet unattainable. In a
way, society tricked me into believing I needed to be like other girls, like those
models in perfume ads. Although I would never get their silky smooth hair, their
confidence, or their beauty. All these things seemed linked. The influence of media
on our body image was corrupting.In this experience, I learned that no matter what
you do, you will never be the beauty they want. And you should not.
The teasing, the name calling, it did not stop.
In 9th grade, I moved back into the French system. The wounds of the “beauty
factor” were still healing. I remember that during the summer, I had stopped wearing
bikinis altogether. I was ashamed of my body now. I did not feel beautiful. When I
came back from summer break, my body image was low, although I was extremely
fit.

Being

fit,

was

not

the

beauty

standard.

Nonetheless,

I

continued

swimming

competitively.
A few months after arriving at school, a group of younger guys decided to pick on
me. They did not pick on my size. They did not pick on my body hair. They objectified
me, vulgarized me. “You are perfect, your body is flawless. Aside from your face! If
your body was headless I would fuck you anytime!” I felt worthless, like a vulgar string
puppet. I was a fool to believe them. They were fools altogether.

These moments hurt. They hurt my relationship with myself, with others’ intentions
(good or bad), they created my obsession with body perfection, they created my
jealousy in other girls’ beauty. Reflecting back on this, I realize what all of this was.
As teenagers, we are idiots. Idiots that look at stereotypically degrading porn and
think “I want to touch her huge tits and her fat ass” or “I wish I was more like this”. It
creates in both sexes a distorted image of beauty and an unhealthy ideal. Catcalls
in the street bring it to a whole new level. Being reduced to your appearance rather
than a whole. Being seen a piece of meat rather than an individual. Being treated as
a potential trophy rather than a beautiful woman who deserves respect.

Over the past few years, the emergence of empowering celebrities, and ad
campaigns pushing towards a diversified panel of women helped me understand
how little significance beauty has. Beauty is not one thing; it regroups all body types,
all complexions, and most importantly, the confidence in what we are. Though today
I don’t see myself as beautiful, I believe beauty in diversity is something we need to
embrace from the youngest age. Centering our attention on what a person
physically represents has been a destructive thought process for far too long.
Change is something that many want, but few practice, and truthfully, though I do
believe in the ill intentions and lack of education of catcallers and haters, I do not
believe that it is their fault to not look past the stereotypical social and moral image
of women that we fight to get rid of.

The Myth of Beauty -Erica Chen
I’d

like

to

start

the

article

by

asking

every

reader

a

question:

Have

you

ever

considered yourself as overweight and should take measures to control your weight?
Well, if you are a female, then your answer is much more likely to be YES, because
there are lots of studies showing that women, in general, are more likely than men to
have body dissatisfaction.In many countries, women are pressured to be thin and
“beautiful,” while men are more tolerated to be obese and “ugly,” because beauty is
not an essential part of men’s life but essential for “decorative” women. If a woman,
especially a young woman, is overweight, she is not considered as “women” anymore,
but a buffoon whom others can sneer at. This phenomenon is particularly pervasive in
high schools, where adolescents are greatly influenced by social media but still lack
the ability to make an independent judgment. Overweight girls are often targets of
bullying, and only thin girls can win praise and admiration from their peers. The
culture that excessively promotes thinness as the standard of beauty harms the
mental and physical health of women.

To meet the social standard, many women

who are actually not fat try hard to control their diets, preventing the intake of
calories to the extent that their life could hardly be sustained. Women who maintain
such an unhealthy eating pattern often suffer from severe physical and mental health
problems.
Eating disorder is a common mental illness among those women who tried hard to
control their diets. According to the National Eating Disorders Association (NEDA),
two-thirds of the thirty million Americans suffer from eating disorders are women
(“What are eating disorders?”). This data could show the significant gender gap:
men, in general, are less likely to be pressured to have a good body shape, but
women, on the other hand, face harsh judgment if they are not thin enough to meet
the morbid standard set by the society.
Bulimia

nervosa,

an

eating

disorder

characterised

by

binge

eating

followed

by

purging, is a severe eating disorder that we should pay more attention to. It affects
1-1.5% of females, and there is a 10:1 ratio of females to males suffering from the
disorder (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). When many women are trying to
control their diets based on unrealistic plans, things often get out of their control,
and

they

just

‘slip’.They

would

eat

lots

of

food

rapidly

until

their

stomach

overstretched and then vomit or take laxatives to purge a large amount of food they
just ate. In the beginning, it seems to be a good solution: they can both control their
weight and satiate their appetite. However, the process of purging is very damaging
to

their

bodies.

The

results

could

be

the

breakdown

of

the

teeth,

dehydration,

electrolyte imbalance, and infertility. In the most extreme cases, it could cause
death.
Although women with Bulimia nervosa can remain thin because of purging, their skin
conditions would deteriorate, and the salivary glands in their neck would be swollen,
which causes them to feel bad about themselves. Bulimia nervosa is linked with
mental problems like low self-esteem, self-harming, depression, anxiety, sleeping
disorders, and suicidal tendencies. However, many women suffering from Bulimia
nervosa are afraid of seeking help. They tend to avoid contact with people because
they think others will discriminate against them if their ‘abnormalities’ are found out.
This mentality prevents them from getting help and makes things worse. To improve
the situation, we must understand the cause of Bulimia nervosa.

Social media is one of the major causes of Bulimia
nervosa.

As

“prominent

know,

figures”

Instagram.
expressed

we

The

on

social

through

people
social

ideal

thin

tend

to

media,

of

female

follow

such

attractiveness
celebrities:

as
is

when

female celebrities have thin body shapes that can
fit into size two, young girls would naturally desire
to become just like them. They try to transform
themselves

to

meet

the

social

ideal

of

attractiveness, but the process is very hard as the
social ideal often promotes thinness to a morbid
extent
diet

that

to

bodies

women

meet.

The

combined

must
deep

with

maintain

an

unhealthy

dissatisfaction

the

desire

in

for

their

thinness

finally cause the binge-purge cycle, and then lead
to Bulimia nervosa.
Although,

the

social

ideal

for

attractiveness

is

gradually changing, morbid thinness is still viewed
as the standard of beautiful women in many parts
of the world, such as East Asia. In China, Korea,
and Japan, women are required to be thin, pale,
and

weak.

prevents

The

unhealthy

women

from

degree

getting

of

thinness

enough

calorie

intake and exercise, thus ensuring that women are
weak

and

easily

manipulated.

Any

woman

who

can’t meet the social deal for attractiveness would
feel

pressured

to

transform

herself,

which

potentially leads to mental and physical problems.
Men, on the other hand, generally don’t face harsh
judgment and are not pressured to meet the social
ideal for attractiveness because society considers
beauty an essential part of ‘decorative’ women but
not ‘pragmatic’ men. This gender gap is a common
phenomenon in many societies.
The social standard is hard to change, but we can
change our mentality to embrace a healthier and
happier

way

of

life.

We

must

ask

ourselves:

is

morbid thinness something we truly want? Or are
we simply conforming to society? If we want to
lose

weight,

we

can

exercise

more

instead

of

being on an unhealthy diet. We should say “no” to
the

morbid

social

ideal

and

say

“no”

to

those

people who judge us by our appearances.To end
this article, I’d like to call on everyone: Let’s free
ourselves from the unfair ideal for attractiveness
and embrace a healthy way of life!
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on the modern rewriting of famous myths

There is a long tradition of praising
women for virtues they supposedly
demonstrate with abnegation if not
willingly… as if these qualities were
natural

to

them

and

essentially

feminine. The modern avatar of that
encomium

is

the

care

attitude

women are said to be made for, in
many aspects of modern life. I am
always amazed when reading myths
and fairy tales at the ability women
had then to sacrifice themselves and
to abide by laws or customs enforced

A challenge was set up : only a
man who would yoke a lion and a
boar to a chariot would marry the
beautiful Alcestis. Admetus stood
up to the impossible task and,
with the help of God Apollo, won
the hand of the young girl. The
newly wed Admetus forgot to
perform a sacrifice to Artemis
according to the rites and the
goddess, angry at being deprived
of an offering, sent snakes to coil

by men in societies shaped according

on the bridal bed. This was

to their views on feminine behaviour.

definitely a bad omen, a portent
of premature death. Apollo again

selected three characters, just to

came to the rescue, tricked the

provide you with food for thought

powerful

Alcestis, Penelope, and Griselidis.

them the promise that when time

They may not be feminist icons but

comes, someone could volunteer

they still have a lot to tell us.

to die instead of his friend.

Fates

and

got

from

Confronted with death, Admetus
Alcestis is not such a well-known

was scared and not ready at all

heroin

worth

to pass away. He thus asked

leading

everyone around him to die for

character of a tragedy by Euripides,

him but no one would, not even

named

the

his parents, so he turned to

daughter of King Pelias who decided

Alcestis who did not think twice

that he would not make things easy

and agreed to suffer an early

for Alcestis’ suitors.

death to keep her husband alive.

but

recalling.

her
She

after

fate
is

her.

the
She

is

was

Alcestis is not such a well-known heroin but
her fate is worth recalling. She is the leading
character of a tragedy by Euripides, named
after her. She was the daughter of King Pelias
who decided that he would not make things
easy for Alcestis’ suitors.
Th myth has it that Herakles owned Admetus a
favour and decided to go down in the limbo of
the underworld to challenge Heades. Alcestis
was saved and restored to life, becoming the
model of marital love and courage. The Greeks
would not value Admetus’attitude highly as he
was not manly in this desperate attempt at
escaping his fate but great praise would be
given to Herakles who literary wrestled with
death to save Alcestis. Above all, the young
woman was celebrated because she showed
such bravery in her choice, an attitude taken
for granted but that was also considered both
as feminine (Love is the very definition of a
bride) and almost masculine (Women are
supposed to be less courageous when facing
death). Alcestis would later inspire many
writers and poets, painters, sculptors and opera
composers, always depicting her as a sweet and
devoted heroine, lacking the fierce will to selfcelebrate her own sacrifice. I am not so sure
Admetus was worthy dying for as he is often
portraited as selfish and pusillanimous but I do
like the sisterhood version of the myth that
makes Persephone, herself abducted by Hades,
pity Alcestis’fate and send her safe and sound
back to the livings.

She's up to
something, she's
weaving
histories, they
are never
right,she has to
do them
over,she is
weaving her
version[...]
Margaret
Atwood, The
Penelopiad,
2005

Penelope

of

The hero who had secretly returned

feminine virtue. Her story is told

and stood in disguise in the hall would

in the Odyssey by Homer. She

at last succeed in using the bow, reveal

married Ulysses and gave birth

his identity and kill both the suitors

to Telemachus. Her husband left

and dishonest servants to the last.

her in Ithaca while joining the

Penelope’s part is now played, she is to

Achaean

Troy,

live happily with Ulysses. In art, she is

of

easy to recognise : she is always

Menelaus.

depicted as a mature person, calmly

Menelaus ‘wife Helena had been

seated, leaning her cheek on her hand

abducted by Paris and all the

and with crossed knees, reflecting on

Greek princes had sworn to bring

her long chastity. Roman authors such

her back to Sparta. The Trojan

as Ovid, Propertius, Horatius Martial,

War

also celebrated her as the model of

under

is

a

paragon

expedition
the

Agamemnon

to

leadership
and

lasted

ten

years

and

Poseidon’s wrath against Ulysses
kept him away from his kingdom
for ten years more.
During that long period, Penelope
remained faithful to her husband
and administrated rightfully his
domain in spite of the suitors
claims for her hand. She would
weave during the day a tapestry
that she would undo at night as
she had been forced to swear
that she would marry one of the
suitors gathered at the court
when

the

tapestry

would

be

completed. Melantho, a servant,
betrayed her and told Antinous
about the stratagem.
Penelope had thus to agree to
marry

the

prince

who

would

fidelity. Saint Jerome, a Father of the
Church,

praised

her

among

pagan

feminine characters for her long and
enduring patience. Things will be a
little different when Margaret Atwood
will rewrite the Odyssey in 2005. This
time the narrative is told by Penelope
herself in the Penelopiad. Ulusses’wife
and the condemned disloyal servants
will have their say and - in a rather
feminist way - retell the history we
know so well about from a patriarchal
tradition. Life in Ithaca could be so
boring

while

Ulysses

enjoyed

the

excitement of so many perils. Double
standards are also denounced : Ulysses
had many adventures not to mention
extra marital affairs, especially with
Circe, while it was expected from his
lawful wife to remain chaste and

shoot an arrow with Ulysses’ bow

devoted to her absent husband… while

through twelves axes.

weaving endlessly.

Griselidis is my last heroine.

The poor woman had to undergo

Her story was invented by

moral torture and almost physical

French writer Charles Perrault,

abuse as her husband tried to

an classical author famous and

make her acknowledge how vile

celebrated for his books of

and treacherous she was. He shut

fairy tales, who wrote in 1691
La Marquise de Salusses ou la
Patience de Griselidis. He took
his inspiration from Griselda, a
character

in

Boccaccio’s

Decameron. Griselidis is a fair
young

shepherdess

whose

beauty attracts to her a Prince
reluctant

to

matrimony.

He

marries her. Happy ending ?

her up in a room, took her
daughter away from her, sent her
in exile in a forest hermitage,
abuse her verbally. Eventually, he
would

admit

the

truth

and

rehabilitate his blameless wife.
Yet, don’t wait for excuses from
him nor for praises for his wife’s
long

martyrdom.

Griselidis

forgives him for every ordeal she
went through and will obviously

not quite… This is only the

be content to live as a happy wife

beginning of the story. They

with that neurotic prince for the

would not live happily ever

rest of her life. She remains

after because the prince is

modest even in her triumph. The

almost demented at the idea

conclusion is “Good wives have

that his wife did not marry him

patience and no grunge.”French

for

a

composer Jules Massenet will re-

would

interpret the popular tale for a

betray him if she could. In the

libretto and stage with great

love

position

but
in

to

life

secure
and

prologue, the maniac prince
blamed

the

frivolity

and

unfaithfulness of all women
and,

once

melancholy

married,
and

grew
started

suspecting Griselidis of all kind
of treasons.

success an opera named Griselidis
in 1891. At that time already, the
catalogue

of

christian

virtues

displayed by the young woman
will seem in excess and Massenet
will create a third character to
explain the Prince abnormal and
quasi lunatic behaviour.

The Devil himself bets with the Prince that his wife will not suffer
unfair persecution without taking revenge by being disloyal to him.
Yet, in an admirable Job like resistance and with an unbreakable love
for the Prince, Griselidis will survive all trials and inflicted sorrows till
the Devil has to recognise his defeat. Perrault did not support the
attitude of the Prince he described several times as cruel and
inhuman. He also admitted that Griselidis has to suffer only for two
reasons : the necessity to obey her husband and the obligation to
suffer without complaining all evil that God has in store for her.
Let’s keep in mind that PASSION and PATIENCE have the same
etymology : the verb PATI in Latin meaning TO SUFFER. After the
works by Boccaccio, Christine de Pisan, Petrarch, Chaucer, Griselidis
can still hope for a modern reading of her sad story, as it is a vivid
reminder of abusing situations so many women have to deal with. I
leave you with a quote by Shakespeare to reflect on : “Frailty thy
name is woman,” by another fatidic prince, not from mythological
Greece nor from the Provencal south of France during medieval times
but from Denmark and soon to trigger yet another tragedy.

Phoebe Waller-Bridge: The Unsung Heroine

-Madhul Sharma

The first time (yes, there were more) I
watched Fleabag, I was confused about

This friend later dies in a horrific suicide

what kind of a reaction it deserved.

and Fleabag (she has no name through

Should I have cried, laughed? Honestly,

the two seasons of the show) has to

I still don’t know. What made me go

deal with the guilt of being responsible

back to the show and to its creator over

for the death of the person she loved

and over again, however, was the

the most. In Killing Eve, the protagonist

finesse with which the mind of the

Eve (Sandra Oh), a member of the

protagonist is portrayed. That may

British intelligence, is looking for the

seem like a generic comment, but I

serial killer Villanelle (Jodie Comer).

truly, really mean it. It’s not something I

However, one thing leads to another

can explain to you through an article,

and she realises that the two women

maybe even a book, but Phoebe

are similar in more ways than one. In

Waller-Bridge has accomplished what

both of these shows, the plot brings out

poets have been trying to do for

what these women actually want- in

decades- she took the human mind and

Fleabag’s case, her lust for a priest

was able to accurately showcase its

makes her realise she’s diverting her

intricacies.

guilt into lust, and Eve is seen falling in
love with the work of Villanelle, and also

Phoebe

Waller-Bridge

is

a

British

with the woman herself.

playwright, actress and producer who

However,

graduated from the Royal Academy of

superficial to these stories. Phoebe

Dramatic Art in 2006. She is best

Waller-Bridge successfully involves you

known for her TV shows Fleabag and

in the scenes and one can relate to

Killing

female

these women despite having nothing in

protagonists, both of which have won

common, at least on the surface. The

many awards.

stories of women struggling to be at

Eve,

featuring

complex

plots

are

just

peace with themselves while being in
In Fleabag, the protagonist is played by

love with someone else; trying to love

Phoebe Waller-Bridge herself. In the

themselves despite themselves- these

film, she is the co-owner of a café that

are the stories of quiet suffering, a trait

she started with her best friend.

that has defined women for centuries.

One may then speculate about the kind
of life Phoebe Waller-Bridge has led. It
may surprise you to know that WallerBridge comes from a well-to-do family,
is happily married and now planning to
have children. So where does she get
the ideas for the workings of these
complex minds? The answer to this
question may come as a revelation to
half the population: what PWB has
portrayed as flamboyant, almost loud
problems that affect the daily working
of her characters’ lives are things that a
woman goes through every day inside
her head. Phoebe Waller-Bridge deftly
puts it out there: for a woman, every
action has a consequence that she has
to deal with, inside or outside her head.
Half

the

readership

probably

understands that this isn’t as easy as it
sounds. To end this exposition on the
genius that is Phoebe Waller-Bridge, I
definitely recommend these shows to
all women on campus, but these are
must-watch for men as well.
Must watch: Crashing (Netflix)- one of
PWB’s first shows that didn’t do very
well, but is just truly amazing. It’s short
as well, so you can watch it during
downtime to relax!

“For girls,
becoming a
woman is an
inevitability;
for boys,
becoming a
man is an
ambition.”
- Kamila
Shamshie,
Homefire
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